IT350 – Fall 2012 – Assignment Cover Sheet

Your Last Name:                                               Your First Name:

Section (circle one):  3001      5002
Lab # (circle one):  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  Project/Other:___________

On-line files due by 2359 on due date. My files were:  OnTime  Late, at day/time____

Describe any extra credit performed: ____________________________

Grading – to be filled in by instructor
1) Cover sheet with feedback
2) Validation
3) Accuracy / Quality
4) Documentation

Feedback – please answer for credit (10%) but will not otherwise affect your grade
1. How long did this assignment take you to complete (both inside and outside class time)? (circle one)
   - 0.5 hr
   - 1 hr
   - 2 hrs
   - 3 hrs
   - 4 hrs
   - 5 hrs
   - 6 hrs
   - Other:

2. Collaboration – list anyone you talked to about this assignment, or enter “none”.

3. What was the best part about this assignment?

4. The worst?

5. Do you think your assignment is… (circle one)
   - All correct and complete
   - Mostly correct and complete
   - Mostly complete, but not all correct
   - Mostly correct, but not complete
   - Mostly correct and complete
   - Mostly complete, but not all correct
   - Neither correct nor complete

6. If you couldn’t get this assignment mostly correct and complete, why not? (circle one or two)
   - Didn’t start soon enough
   - Too busy with other things
   - Was harder than I expected
   - Couldn’t understand directions
   - Couldn’t understand the concepts
   - Other ___________________

7. Was this assignment: (circle one)
   - Way too easy
   - Little too easy
   - About right
   - Little too hard
   - Way too hard

8. In class/lecture, was the discussion of material relevant to this assignment:
   - Way too slow
   - Little too slow
   - About right
   - Little too fast
   - Way too fast

9. Is there anything that we (the instructors) could have done better? Or other comments?